Beyond Gymnastics Birthday Party - Parent Info Updated December 2021
Your party includes: an assortment of instructor-led games, obstacle courses, basic
gymnastics skills, trampoline, parachute, and more.
Party cost: $295.00
●
●

Deposit of $100.00 paid online at time of registration
Balance of $195.00 due on day of party

WHEN CAN WE ENTER TO SET UP?
We will open the doors for the party parents 15 minutes prior to the start of your party. Our
party host will assist you with set up/decorations for those 15 minutes.
WHAT DO I BRING?
●

●
●
●

4 tablecloths (required)
○ Tables are 6’ long each
○ Standard tablecloth size is approx 54” x 108”
○ We can provide four table covers for a $10 fee
food for guests (plates & utensils for food)
drinks for guests (cups if needed for drinks)
cake + candles, ice cream (plates/utensils)

* We do not supply ice. You are welcome to bring an ice chest for drinks if you’d like. We have
some freezer space available to store ice cream during the party.
* Food, drinks, etc. are optional and up to you! We have water fountains and cups for the kids
while playing in the gym.

WE PROVIDE: tables and chairs, Happy Birthday banner, basic party favors

WHEN CAN GUESTS ARRIVE?:
Guests may arrive at the start time of the party. Please help us make sure that your guests wait
until your designated party time before entering the facility. We have special needs classes on
Saturdays before birthday parties. We need to stay on schedule to avoid overlap or confusion,
and to allow adequate cleaning time between visitors in the facility.

WHAT DO KIDS WEAR?
Anything they'd like. They do not need to wear gymnastics attire to a party. We will take off
shoes and socks before entering the gym.
WHAT ARE THE PARTY RULES?
The party host will explain the rules to the group upon entering the gym. Please help us enforce
these rules to your kiddos as necessary.
1. Kids only allowed on the gymnastics equipment (no parents).
2. One person at a time jumping on a trampoline.
3. Follow the arrows on the long trampoline.
WHAT IS THE PARTY SCHEDULE?
Typically, the first hour is in the gym (games, gymnastics-related activities, supervised play) and
the last 30 minutes are in the party room (cake, "happy birthday"). Length of time in party room
may be adjusted if needed (for opening presents, extra food or activities). We can not return to
the gym after our time in the party room.
HOW MANY KIDS CAN ATTEND?
The party cost includes a maximum of 16 kids. If there are more than 16 kids participating, we
will add $10 per additional child to your balance. Please let us know ahead of time if you expect
more than 20 kids so we can arrange for extra staff. More than our recommended 16 kid
maximum can get a little crowded.
DO WE NEED TO WEAR MASKS?
Since the mask mandate has been lifted, we are no longer requiring the use of masks in our
facility. If the host parent would like everyone in masks during your party, our staff will happily
comply and help enforce.
HOW DOES THE PARTY END?
We will notify you and your guests when your party time is almost over. When your party ends,
we will immediately begin helping you pack up your belongings and cleaning the party room.
Please help us remind your guests that the party has ended and they may grab a party favor on
their way out. We promise to be nice, but we do need to stay on our schedule. We can help
you bring things to your car and pack up if needed. We will handle all trash, cleaning tables, etc.
You are just responsible for the things you need to take home! We will check with you about
paying your remaining party balance at the end of the party as well.

